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Finding the balancing point between
courting the public and pursuing artistic
goals remains a major challenge for Estonian
filmmakers. How to ensure viewers’ interest
without becoming puerile or frivolous? How to
warrant enough allusions and symbols to attract
the interest of major festivals? The depth of the

dilemma has caused creative cramps for many
Estonian cineastes, and has prompted some
banterers to come up with a cheat-sheet for a
beginning director applying for funding from the
Estonian Film Foundation. According to this list,
both audience- and festival fame can be achieved
by including the following elements:

Arno Saar

Heart of the Bear

12 points – retro sex, agro sex,
arctic sex;
A sample of arctic romance on the set of Karu süda (Heart
of the Bear, 2001) – a film by charismatic cinematographer,
director and film educator Arvo Iho (b 1949) about a young
Estonian trapper that looks for his true self in the Siberian
taiga, and encounters a shapeshifting bear woman along his
way.

11 points – actions occurring in
the main character’s head;
2 x Men Don’t Cry

10 points – lone island (where nothing is
what it first seems);
Mehed ei nuta (Men Don‛t Cry, 1968) – a comedy about
the endeavours of a group men, supposedly suffering from
insomnia, in a fictional curative resort on a lone island that
turns out to be a peninsula. This paragon of Estonian people’s
film is the source of many catchphrases, such as the favourite
of domestic film critics: “An axe! Give me an axe!”
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9 points – leaning lighthouse;

Somnambulance

An archetypal leaning lighthouse of the domestic
cinema – an episode from Somnambulism, a hauntingly
scenic, strangely symbolic and scathingly poignant
drama about the arrival of the Soviet occupation to a
remote Estonian coastal village, made by the man that
walks by himself in Estonian film, Sulev Keedus
(see p 49).

Boris Kustov

8 points – fumbling around in reeds;
A director of decorum and note (see p 51),
Arvo Kruusement (in the middle, wearing a cap
and tie), inspecting preparations for the scene of
fumbling around in reeds in his film, Spring (see p 51).
The filming of the initial part of the episode – falling
through the thin ice at the edge of the reeds of the
two protagonists – took place in quite a different
setting (see p 11).
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The Last Relic

7 points – a waterfall, a fire,
a kerosene lamp in mid-frame,
a bare tree;
A fiery scene from The Last Relic (see p 50). Relates
the guest star Aleksandr Goloborodko (see p 26): “I
ran with Agnes on a roof. Boring, complained the
cinematographer Jüri Garšnek. With a suggestion
that her dress ought to catch fire, I was given a bottle
– sprinkle some. I sniffed it… petrol! Sprinkled some,
maybe too much. Agnes ignited, the wig scorching
and all. I performed a feat and ripped off her dress,
leaving her standing in her underware.”

Lauri Nagel

6.5 points – a railroad and
unexplained business in a railway
station;
The insatiable need to guide people into the
wonderful world of filmmaking, leads the crew of
Kinobuss (see p 30) to many a business in and out of
railway stations.

5.75 points – woman in a bathtub,
woman on a boat;
/---/
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Kihnu Woman

2 points – a woman knitting and singing;
An image of an Estonian grandmother knitting and singing from the
Kihnu Woman by Mark Soosaar (see p 38). It’s pretty amazing how the
women of this small island in Southwest Estonia, who still make and wear
their traditional apparel, have such an spell over many filmmakers, as well
as over the viewers of their films.

1 point – an object otherwise incapable of
speech starts talking in the film (a dog, horse,
garbage bag, etc.);
0.5 bonus points – a crane’s whooping call
in the soundtrack.
A rare footage of a crane with its chick from the film Sookured (The
Cranes, 1982) by Rein Maran. The whooping call of this bird, Estonians’
spirit animal and the star of the country’s most secluded wilderness
recordings in large mires, are indeed associated with the harrowing
mood of an archetypical Estonian art house film.

Every song- or dance number gives 1 bonus point.
If there are at least 5 Bollywood-level song- or dance
numbers in the film, the Estonian Film Foundation
guarantees a plane ticket to an Indian film festival.

The Cranes
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On the first centennial anniversary of
Estonian film, it is not clear whether the saying
inscribed by Aristotle – Μία χελιδὼν ἔαρ οὐ ποιεῖ
(“One swallow does not make a spring“) – holds
also in the case of one aspiring and appropriately
named young man (by the way, ‘pääsuke’

translates to ‘swallow’), who started it all in April
1912. There have no doubt been icy spells during
the first century, but there have been also spells
of summery warmth, and there are good reasons
to believe that more swallows and a full-blown
spring are poised to arrive for Estonian film.

Prizes for the best of Estonian film at the centenary celebrations – statuettes of Johannes Pääsuke (see pp 25, 51, and p 1).
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